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Draw  out  the PV  diagram  from  these  data  and  find  the mean
effective pressure in Ib. per sq. inch.
25.	A gas-engine works on an ideal cycle, with adiabatic compression
and expansion, receiving and rejecting heat at constant volume.    The
piston displacement per stroke is 1 cu. ft., the clearance volume 0*2
cu. ft., and at the beginning of compression the temperature of the
cylinder contents is 600° F. absolute, the pressure being atmospheric.
The engine receives 0-06 cu. ft. of gas per cycle (calorific value 600
B.Th.TJ. per   cu. ft.).    Atmospheric pressure=14-7 Ib. per sq.  inch.
Find—
(i) Weight of cylinder contents.
(ii) Pressure and temperature at end of compression [7=31.38].
(iii) Rise of temperature during explosion [neglect jacket loss and
take GV=0-18].
(iv) Pressure at end of explosion,
(v) Temperature and pressure at end of expansion,
(vi) Efficiency of the cycle.
(vii) Efficiency of an engine working on a Caraot cycle between the
same highest and lowest temperatures.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1906.]
26.	In a gas engine trial, the curve of expansion was PVL'-=/j and
of compression PV1<35=A;.     The remainder  of   the heat was received
and rejected at constant volume.    The highest and lowest temperatures
were 2250° F., and 520° F,    The piston displacement was 2-8 cu. ft.
and the clearance 1 cu. ft. ; y=l-35.    The initial pressure  was atmo-
spheric.
Find—
(i) Temperatures at end of compression and expansion,
(ii) Heat received and rejected during each operation,
(iii) Efficiency of engine.
27.	An air-pump working in an airship takes air direct from the
atmosphere where the pressure is 10 Ib. per sq. inch.    The inlet valve
closes at the completion of the suction stroke, and the pressure is then
just equal to that of the atmosphere.    The mean pressure in the pump
during the suction stroke is 2 Ib. per sq. inch below that of the atmo-
sphere.    Neglecting   clearance,   and   assuming   that   no   heat  passes
between the cylinder walls and the cylinder contents during the suction
stroke, show that the volume of air (reckoned at external temperature
and pressure) taken per stroke is 5-7 per cent, less than the stroke
volume.    The volumetric heat of air may be taken as 19-5 ft.-lb. per
standard cu. ft.	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.]
28.	A single-stage compressor is used to maintain the pressure in a
receiver at 1,500 Ib. per sq. inch while air is being drawn from the re-
ceiver.    Compare the work done per Ib. of air if the law of compression
is pvl'3=1c with  that done if the compression is isothermal.    Specific
volume of air at atmospheric temperature  and pressure=13-l cu. ft.
per Ib.

